In this paper we present new scaling routines for any table/function based nonlinear FET model. These measurement based routines are very accurate and can also be used to calculate temperature behaviour. Also the prediction of noise behaviour is possible for scaled devices.
INTRODUCTION
In the last few years many papers have been published concentrating either on noise or on temperature simulation [1] or on scaling routines for special effects like dispersion of the trans-and output conductance of a FET [2] . Our TOPAS (TransistOr PArameter Scaleable) called model is based on an accurate 2D spline table based model [3, 4] , which combines all the above counted effects within one model. The model has been expanded using two dimensional mathematical functions for describing the intrinsic nonlinear elements. Usually, simple scaling instructions (multiplication or division by 2) are used for scaling a device with the number of gatefingers N or the gatefingrer width W,. Our 
EXTRINSIC SCALING PROCEDURE
The fact, that elements of a PET equivalent circuit scale with a factor of 2 (respectively 1/2) can not always be found, as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 for different extracted 0.25 gm HEMT devices of the same technology. Some resistances are shown as 1/R to get a scaling function proportional to N and W,.
While the extrinsic resistances scale by a factor of approx. 1/2, the inductances except Ls remain nearly constant. In our model, which has been implemented into HP-EEsofs series IV (libra), the scaling of the extrinsic elements was taken into account by usingr a linear expression for S(N) as well as for S(W), e.g.: SE(N)=aEN N +bEN (1) The constant coefficients a and b can be found by calculating a linear regression [5] . The (Figure 3 and Figure 4 Figure 7 . The temperature behaviour including saturation effects (Figure 7) is modeled using eq. 8. Temperature dependence of the intrinsic Ri is been taken care of using eq. 9. As some measurements have shown, the temperature dependence of the capacitances can be neglected.
Ia T+blT forT< T2 Slf; (T) -=4 a2T 'T+b2T for T, < T < T2 a3T 'T b3T forT.T, Figure I1 shows the frequency and the power of the output signal of an oscillator [7] in an interesting temperature range of -40°C to 80 'C. The frequency varies about 43 MHz and the output power about 0.6 dB. This figure shows, that even circuits containing 8 FET devices [7] can be simulated using the proposed scaling functions without any problems. The simulation has been performed using the TOPAS model [3] and HP-EEsofs series IV (libra).
SUMMARY
We presented a RET model, that uses very accurate scaling routines. Furthermore HEMT at Vgs=OV and Vds=2V.
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